
 

 
Caregiver Corner: Grade K 

 
 
Dear Caregiver, 
  
These are unprecedented times. Just as school winds down and summer is ramping up, 
things have been upended. We know you are dealing with emotions and having 
conversations about social injustice, staying safe in a pandemic, and other heavy topics. 
Be sure to check out the Free Resources page at hmhco.com/blog for Social Studies 
and Social-Emotional Learning content that may be useful. We remain dedicated to 
helping your family learn and stay connected this summer in the midst of turmoil. 
  
This week we are exploring The Great Outdoors! 
Each day we offer a different activity and provide you with tips to extend the learning. 
  

● Reading Monday: Read In the Woods 
Use the Take and Teach Lesson Key Ideas and Details pages to walk your child 
through the text. 
You may also have your child reread the text on other days this week and guide 
them with the Respond & Extend pages. 

  
● Media Tuesday: Watch A Year in the Garden 

Extend the fun by having your child grow a fruit or vegetable from a seed or 
seedling. 
You may also have them create their own video about the experience. 
  

● Writing Wednesday: Write About Colors 
Extend the activity by having your child use color words to write about plants and 
animals in a different habitat, such as the beach or pond. 
More to Read!: We provide another title to extend reading on the topic. 
  

● Research Thursday: Create a Concept Web 
Extend the activity by having your child create a web for another habitat, such as 
a pond or your backyard. 
  

● Project Friday: Make Trading Cards 
Extend the activity by having your child add facts and details to each card. Help 
them find information in books or online. 
  

  
Have a great week of reading and learning! 

https://www.hmhco.com/blog




In the Woods
GENRE Realistic Fiction


WHY THIS TEXT?


In this realistic fiction text, a family observes different things in nature while on a hike 


in the woods. A simple, repeated sentence pattern and clear illustrations provide an 


opportunity for the reader to learn about different characteristics of the natural world.


VOCABULARY NETWORK


Words About Sharing enjoy (v.), explore (v.), together (adv.)


TEXT COMPLEXITY


READING LEVEL B  OVERALL RATING Simple


TEXT X-RAY


KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE


• A family goes for a walk  


in the woods.


• The family discovers many 


different colors within  


the woods.


• The happy family discovers 


themselves reflected in the 


water of a lake!


Key Vocabulary


path (p. 2)


woods (p. 2)


flower (p. 4)


bird (p. 6)


snake (p. 8)


bug (p.10)


deer (p. 12)


lake (p. 14)


family (p. 16)


Explain that a hike is a long walk 


that people take to explore and 


enjoy nature. People go for 


hikes in many places, such as in 


the mountains, around lakes, 


or in the woods. Explain that 


sometimes people wear special 


shoes, carry a backpack, and take 


binoculars or a magnifying glass 


to help them see things. People 


also take plenty of water and 


snacks. Ask children to share any 


experiences they have had on a 


hike, including where they went, 


what they wore, and what they 


took with them.
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INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 


Options for Teacher-Led Sessions


❍  Key Ideas & Details  ...........................2


• Plot


❍  Respond & Extend .............................4


Online Printables


Vocabulary Network 


Organizer


Oral Reading Record


Tabletop Minilessons: Reading


Plot


Fiction
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In the Woods







TEXT EVIDENCE


• We see a red bird in the woods.


English Learner Support


Have children practice using color words: I see a 


   in the classroom.


Spanish cognate: describir (describe)


6–7


What kind of animal do the girl and her dad see? (a bird) 


What word does the author use to describe the bird? (red)


Reread Ask children to reread previous pages and name 


the things the family has seen on the hike so far. Point out the 


color word used to describe each thing.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• We see a blue flower in the woods.


English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■  Have children use facial expressions or 


gestures to show how the boy and his mom feel 
when they see the blue flower. 


  ■  ■  The boy and his mom feel . 
  ■ They feel  when . 


4–5


What do the boy and his mom see at the beginning of the 


hike? (a blue flower)


Guide Ask children how the boy and his mom feel about 


the flower. Help them understand that the characters’ 


expressions show how they feel. Have them name words that 


describe how the boy and his mom might feel, such as curious, 


interested, or happy.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• We see a brown path in the woods.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Explain that the phrase take place means “where 


and when something happens.” Ask: Where does 


recess happen? When does recess happen? Then say, 


Recess takes place on the playground during the day.


2–3


Where does this story take place? (in the woods) What is 


the family doing there? (They are going for a walk.)


Discuss Discuss what the family is wearing and what they 


might be carrying in the backpack. Prompt children to look for 


clues in the pictures that help them figure out what the family 


is doing in the beginning of the story. Lead into a discussion 


about what might happen in the story.


GENERATE INTEREST


Prompt children to make predictions and  


share connections.


• Where would you like to hike?


• What do you think you would see?


BUILD VOCABULARY


Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 


vocabulary and explore language connections. 


• enjoy (v.), explore (v.), together (adv.)


Key Ideas & Details


GUIDE INSTRUCTION 


Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.
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In the Woods







EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• We see a blue lake in the woods.


• We see a family!


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Spanish cognate: familia (family)


14–16


What happens at the end of the story? (The family sees 


a blue lake; they see themselves in the water.) How are the 


family able to see themselves? (They see a reflection.)


Create a Visual Draw a long path with a signpost at the 


beginning. Review the story as children name the things 


the family sees, including the descriptive color words. 


Draw and color the things onto the path in order. Then 


have children include the words beginning, middle, and 


end as they use the path to retell the story of the family’s 


hike in the woods.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■  Have children mimic the gesture that the dad 


makes. Discuss the meaning of the gesture. 
  ■  ■ Dad wants the boy to . 
  ■ When they see the deer, Dad . 


12–13


What does the dad want the boy to do when they 


see the deer? (He wants the boy to be quiet.)


Guide Ask why the dad might want the boy to be quiet. 


Tell children that the best way to observe wild animals 


is to be quiet and still. Flip through pages 4–13. Discuss 


what happens in the middle of the story, pointing out that 


the family sees a variety of animals. Discuss which colors 


have been identified.


10–11


TEXT EVIDENCE


• We see a black bug in the woods.


• PICTURE CLUES


What do the girl and her mom see on the leaf? 


(a black bug)


Discuss Prompt children to look at the picture. Point out 


the girl’s hands and have children tell what they think the 


girl is doing. Ask them whether they think the family is 


enjoying the hike and why.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■ Have children share feeling words. 
  ■  ■ The children feel . 
  ■  I know the children feel  because 


. 


8–9


How do the children feel when they see the snake? 


(surprised, scared)


Discuss Point out the expressions on the children’s faces 


in the picture. Lead a discussion about why the children 


may be surprised to see the snake.
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REREAD


Reread the text with children, focusing on fluency and meaning.


• What different things live in the woods?


• Which things would you like to see?


Respond & Extend


Research Connection


Create a Concept Web


• Work with a partner to draw 


a circle and label it “The 


Woods.”


• Add animals and plants that 


live in the woods to your 


web.


• Choose one animal or plant 


from your web to read more 


about.


• Draw details about that plant 


or animal on the back of your 


concept web.


Project


Make Trading Cards 


• Use one side of index cards 


to draw and color plants or 


animals that the family sees.


• Write the name and the 


color on the other side of the 


index card.


• Add trading cards for other 


plants or animals in the 


woods.


• Sort the cards by color. Then 


sort a different way.


Response Writing


Write about Colors


• Choose an illustration from 


the book.


• Name and describe living 


or nonliving objects found 


in the woods. Be sure to use 


color words.


• Write sentences about 


objects in the woods. Use one 


of these sentence frames: 


I can find a  in the 


woods. A  is in the 


woods.


Hands-On Activity


Make a Reflection


• Glue a piece of aluminum foil 


to heavy paper. Now you can 


see your reflection like the 


family on page 16.


• Write about what you can 


see and why it changes. 


• Share your ideas about 


reflections with the group.


Vocabulary & Language


Classify and Compare 


• Choose a page from the 


book to write about.


• Reread what the family sees 


in the woods, such as a path 


or a bug.


• Challenge yourself to list as 


many items in that category. 


For example: 


 path—sidewalk, driveway


 bug—ant, centipede


• Compare your list with  


the group.


GUIDE INSTRUCTION 


Explain that children will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to the text. Then assign 


and support one or more of the activities below.
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